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Fineqia International Inc. (CSE: FNQ | OTC: FNQQF | FSE: FNQA)
continues to solidify its position as a leading player in the
digital  asset  and  fintech  investment  landscape  with  recent
notable developments.

On  April  11,  2024,  Fineqia  CEO  Bundeep  Singh  Rangar  was
appointed to the jury panel for the Meet the Drapers startup
competition, a prestigious event with a $10 million prize pool.
Rangar’s  participation  underscores  Fineqia’s  commitment  to
supporting  innovation  and  entrepreneurship,  particularly  in
blockchain,  decentralized  finance  (DeFi),  and  emerging
technologies.

The  Meet  the  Drapers  competition,  scheduled  during  Paris
Blockchain Week, provides a platform for startups to showcase
their  groundbreaking  ideas.  Rangar’s  involvement  alongside
distinguished  experts  like  Tim  Draper  highlights  Fineqia’s
influence in shaping the future of finance.

In  another  strategic  move,  Fineqia  announced  its  equity
allocation in Valuex AG, aligning with its investment strategy
focused  on  decentralization  technologies,  Web  3.0,  and
Artificial  Intelligence.  This  investment  further  strengthens
Fineqia’s portfolio of companies and its commitment to fostering
innovation in the global market.
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Furthermore,  Fineqia’s  analysis  of  global  Exchange  Traded
Products (ETPs) with digital assets as underlying collateral
reveals a significant surge in Assets Under Management (AUM) in
Q1 2024. The approval of BTC Spot ETFs in the United States has
driven substantial capital inflow into financial products with
underlying  digital  assets,  highlighting  the  growing  investor
enthusiasm for cryptocurrencies.

The company’s CEO, Bundeep Singh Rangar, notes the steady stream
of investor interest following the SEC’s approval of Bitcoin
ETFs  and  anticipates  continued  growth  in  BTC’s  price  amid
expectations of further increases. The impressive performance of
ETPs holding BTC as underlying assets underscores the impact of
recent market developments on Fineqia’s investment strategies.

In  conclusion,  Fineqia  International  Inc.  remains  at  the
forefront of digital asset investment and fintech innovation,
leveraging  strategic  investments,  expert  leadership,  and  in-
depth market analysis to drive growth and value creation in the
global financial landscape.
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